Saluting Innovation @ SASCO

by Jamie Lahiere

Saluting Innovation at SASCO Chemical for proactively fostering innovation in their state-of-the-art Innovation and Technology Center. SASCO is a manufacturer of environmentally friendly specialty chemicals and hazardous chemical control products. Since their inception in 1948, the company has developed, produced, and marketed over twelve hundred products in six diverse markets.

SASCO’s 10,000 square foot Innovation and Technology Center will house R&D, technical, and process-pilot plant teams, which specifically focus on reinventing the company through innovation. We salute SASCO for their forward-thinking investment in innovation to secure their future as a progressive chemical manufacturer.
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Read More InnoSalutes

Innovation comes in many shapes and sizes. Stay informed about the latest and greatest innovations happening in the world as our team salutes our favorites and uncovers what makes them authentically innovative. Click here for more #InnoSalutes.
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